Neurogenesis in the superior olivary complex in the rat.
In a previous paper we provided evidence that crossed projection neurons are generated earlier than uncrossed projection neurons in the lateral superior olive. The aim of the present study was to determine if other major nuclei of the superior olivary complex (SOC), the medial superior olivary (MSO), the superior paraolivary (SPN) and the medial trapezoid (MTB) nuclei, are distinguished by their neuronal constitutions of birthdates. Pregnant rats were injected intraperitoneally with 5-bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), the thymidine analogue, to label the neurons on one of the embryonic (E) days E11-E16. When the progeny rats reached adulthood, the brains were processed for BrdU immunohistochemistry. The MSO was mostly composed of neurons generated on E12 (95%). The remaining neurons in the MSO completed their neurogenesis by E13. The SPN neurons were generated from E12 to E14 with a peak on E13 (80%). Regardless of the morphological heterogeneity, the SPN consisted of a single population of neurons in terms of neurogenesis. The MTB neurons were generated from E13 to E16 with a peak on E14 (73%). In contrast to the previous assumption, no topographical relationship existed between neurogenesis and tonotopicity within each nucleus of the SOC.